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Coding and Related Studies
Part l
Turbo Code Through TDRS Test Results
Part II
Design of High Rate Turbo Codes
Part III
Carrier Synchronization at Low SNRs
TURBO CODES OVER TDRS:
TEST RESULTS
William Ryan
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• Files consisting of 1000 codewords each are transmitted at 100k
cbps (code bits/sec), where each codeword contains 10,000 data bits.
Thus, each file corresponds to 107 data bits.
• Codewords are separated by a 63-bit frame sync word, a 63-bit
pseudo-random sequence.
• Decoding is performed "off line".






(6 bits soft dec)
Noise Generator
/ _ DOWNLINK6 PC













PHASE I (ASP) TEST RESULTS
We observed no problems with cartier recovery at the low SNRs
seen by the turbo codes, but the symbol timing recovery circuit was
overwhelmed at low SNRs.
The symbol sync loop bandwidth was tightened only for the rate 1/2
case to avoid bit deletions/insertions. (It was tightened to 0.12% of
the symbol rate, as compared to a nominal value of 0.36%.) This
improved tracking, but acquisition appeared to take thousands of
bits.
• Sync word detection was very difficult at the low SNRs seen by the
rate 1/2 code.
• The Eb/No measurements imply an implementation loss on the order
of 1.3 dB, but both measurement types have errors/biases.
File
Rate 1/2 - File 1






Rate 1/2 - File 3 2.4
Rate 1/2 - File 4 2.5 errors
Rate 1/2 - File 5 2.6
Rate 3/4 - File 1











1.9 bit slips - undecodable
2.0 2 errors
Rate 3/4 - File 3 3.6 2.2 0 errors
Rate 3/4 - File 4 3.7 2.3 0 errors
3.8
4.0
Rate 3/4 - File 5





Rate 4/5 - File 2 4.1 2.7 4 errors
Rate 4/5 - File 3 4.2 2.8 0 errors
Rate 4/5 - File 4 4.3 2.9 0 errors
Rate 4/5 - File 5 4.4 3.2 0 errors
PHASE II (TDRS) TEST RESULTS
Again, we observed no problems with carrier recovery, but had
trouble with symbol timing recovery. In fact the situation worsened.
For both code rates, the symbol sync loop bandwidth was tightened
to 0.12% of the symbol rate.
We noticed that the noise was not always stationary or white (i.e.,
occasional RFI). Also, the files were collected over several days - it
was snowing (!) one day.
v
File
Rate 1/2- Files 1-3
Rate 1/2 - File 4
Rate 1/2 - File 5
Rate 1/2 - File 6
Rate 1/2 - File 7
Rate 1/2 - File 8
Rate 1/2 - File 9
Rate 3/4 - File 1
Rate 3/4 - File 2
Rate 3/4 - File 3
Rate 3/4 - File 4
Rate 3/4 - File 5
Rate 3/4 - File 6
Rate 3/4 - File 7
Rate 3/4 - File 8
Rate 3/4 - File 9










2.7 2.1 0 errors
3.1 3.0 0 errors
3.3 3.1 Pb = 0.15 for first 6
cwds, then Pb=0






bit slips - undecodable
0 errors
3.5 2.2
3.5 2.2 0 errors
3.2 3.1 Pb = 0.12 for first 4
cwds, then Pb=0
3.2 2.0 0 errors
3.5 2.1 4 errors
3.4 2.1 0 errors
3.6 2.2 Pb = 0.18 for first 13
cwds,__.then Pb=0
bit slips - undecodable
122 errors (one event)
bit slips - undecodable
0 errors
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We made the following observations:
The integrated receiver symbol sync had difficulty acquiring lock
and maintaining lock at the low SNRs where turbo codes operate.
We had difficulty with the detection of the 63-bit sync words for the
lowest SNR case(rate 1/2 case).
We recommend a detailed study of:
• Low-SNR symbol-timing recovery.
Performance of 63-bit sync words for rate 1/2 frame sync (more
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Rate 1/2 Convolutional Code
Decoded by Viterbi Algorithm
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Page 1 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
OUTLINE AND MOTIVATION
MOTIVATION
• Operating SNR's moving lower e.g. EJNo < 0 dB
• higher data rates
• major improvements in channel coding
• Turbo codes
OUTLINE
• Review basics of coherent demodulation
• Review basics of phase estimation
• Examine low SNR tracking of approximate MAP
BPSK phase estimator
• Examine low SNR acquisition of approximate
MAP BPSK phase estimator
• Examine low SNR cycle slip of CW signal PLL
• Conclusions and future work
Page 2 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
\ z
BPSK Approximate MAP carrier phase estimation
- Used to investigate high SNR tracking
- e.g. replace gain and hyperbolic tangent with
hard limiter H_dLimiter
S
.....................................................................................................: : , :::: .........ii:::: _ : .
MAP - MAXIMUM a POSTERIORI Carrier phase estima!
P(_-I_)p(#)







_oop ![Filter:12nd order ]
|perfect /
lintegrator|
Figure 1. MAP carrier phase estimation loop for BPSK.
Notes: I. Linear Approximation of phase detector, passband model (sim. with baseband), hardlimiter
ion
Page 3 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
Some estimation _ results
• What is the "best" estimate of the phase
- Quality measures
a. Phase error
b. Mean Square Error (MSE)
--2
_e=E[(_-¢) ']
c. Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB)
- In general MSE difficult to compute
-CRB provides lower bound on MSE



















19% Damping Facto r=0.85
CW C RB
--BPSKCRB
o BPSK DD Harc
O O
-5 0 5 10
SNR (Es/No) in dB
Figure 2. Phase error variance approximate MAP estimate,
B/Sr=0.19%, zeta=0.85
• CRBcw- Cramer-Rao lower bound on mean
square phase error for continuous wave
phase estimation
• CRBbpsk - CRB lower bound on mean square
phase error for BPSK estimation
• B/Sr = High SNR loop bandwidth / symbol
rate (%)
• zeta = loop damping factor




DEFINITION OF CARRIER PHASE ACQUISITION
Error(k)
Tacq _ k (symbols)
Figure 3. Typical phase error trajectories with noise.
1. Phase acquisition time Tacq is a random
variable
- Define acquisition to be complete when trajectory
first enters one of intervals [-e, +e] or [pi-e, pi+e]
2. The matter of most interest is the probability
distribution of this random variable
-We denote by P[Tacq <= x ] probability that phase
error process reaches either of the two boundaries
- We simulate the acquisition process to obtain
P[Tacq <= x ]
Page 6 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
Acquisition Simulation Results





02 ,...j/...._ ............ "...
Ji
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Acquisition Probability SNR = -2 dB
............ i ............. i
o,fE........i _i_:':'j_e.;_:;:';'';...
0._ ............
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
x (symnum) x (symnum)
Figure 4. Probability of acquiring lock during first x symbols







Table 1. Acquisition results
is x such that Pr_acq < x] = 0.95
Page 7 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
Introduction to Cycle Slips
-v
• PLL linear approximation (high SNR) assumes
phase error variance small -> sin(error) = error
• When phase error variance too large a
phenomenon occurs that is inherent to the
nonlinearity of the loop.
- At random points in time the noise increase
phase error from tracking value _ to __+2K.
- This means the loop has slipped a cycle.
• Ts.p >> Tsymbol(typical Bif/Bi > 100)
- Many symbols can be affected by slip
• Cycle slips difficult to analyze due to
• Non-linear differential equations
• Random driving function (noise)
• Hardware or simulation required for
analysis
Page 8 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
CYCLE SLIP SIMULATION
• Simulation of unmodulated carrier
Phase error and phase plane plots for two cases
• High SNR +20 dB
- No cycle slips
- Convergence to single stable lock point
- Slightly noisy trajectory in phase plane
• Low SNR -5 dB
- Cycle slips present
- Convergence to 3 different stable lock
points
- Very noisy trajectory in phase plane
v
Page 9 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
HIGH SNR +20 dB
Phase Error - SNRif = 20dB, B1=750 Hz, Bif=15000 Hz, B=Wn=1170 Hz
I I
5 1'0 115 20
Normalized Time tau (B't)
Figure 5. Phase error verse normalized time
Phase Plane theta Vs. thetadot - SNRif = 20db














Figure 6. Phase plane plot
Page 10 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
16
LOW SNR-5 dB





Figure 7. Phase error verse normalized time
Phase Plane theta Vs. thetadot - SNRif = -Sdb
1-_i_ -1_ -1'2 -;0 4; -_ _; -_
Phase (rad)
Figure 8. Phase plane plot
Page 11 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
CONCLUSIONS
• TRACKING JITTER VARIANCE IS CLOSE TO
LOWER BOUND USING APPROXIMATE MAP
ESTIMATOR --) GOOD PERFORMANCE BPSK
• ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE IS RELATIVELY
LONG AT LOW SNR
e,g, TWICE Tacq for 9,5 dB SNR
THIS MAY BE UNACCEPTABLE IN SOME
APPLICATIONS
e,g. BURST MODE
• CYCLE SLIP SIMULATION WILL BE VALUABLE
IN ASSESSING LOW SNR SYNCHRONIZATION
PERFORMANCE AS SLIPS ARE LIMITING
TRACKING ISSUE AT LOW SNR
Page 12 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 03/25/98
FURTHER AREAS OF RESEARCH (low SNR)
• MPSK TRACKING, CYCLE SLIP and
ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE
• MAP ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE
• LOOP MATCHED FILTERING
-implement filter matched to channel spectrum in
carrier estimation block
• COMBINED PHASE ESTIMATION AND
EQUALIZATION FOR ISI CHANNELS
-implement a linear equalizer (combats ISI)
• ACQUISITION ENHANCEMENT
-e.g. preamble, variable loop bandwidths
• JOINT CARRIER AND SYMBOL
SYNCHRONIZATION
• USE CODING TO IMPROVE THE DECISION
MAKING PROCESS
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